Introduction
The French National Audiovisual Institute (INA) provides the scientific and technological community a corpus of
audiovisual documents from its collections, document sheets and metadata associated with these documents.
This corpus is intended for finalising, experimentation and evaluation of search and analysis tools for
multimedia content, strictly as part of scientific research. To access the Corpus, you must have first subscribed
and have an FTP client available allowing you to download the Corpus.
How do you subscribe?
The Corpus is made available under the conditions specified in these Conditions of Use, to any legal entity
having previously subscribed and accepted all the aforesaid Conditions of Use (hereafter called the 'User').
Subscription is restricted to research laboratories, innovative SMEs as well as all other legal entities having a
scientific research department or activity.
Before submitting your subscription request, check that all the required fields (marked with an asterisk) have
been completed.
Your request will be sent to INA for consideration. After your request has been approved, you will receive an email confirming the address for the FTP server as well as the confidential login name and password assigned to
your Organisation, allowing you to access the Corpus.

User identification
Name of Organisation*:
Postal address*:
Web site:
First and last name of person representing the Organisation*:
Job title*:
Service or Department*:
Postal address*:
E-mail address*:
Telephone*:

 You confirm you hold the necessary authorisations and powers to accept the Conditions of Use
 You undertake to notify INA (dataset@ina.fr) of any change that may occur in the identification of the User
and/or their representative
 You agree unreservedly to comply with the Conditions of Use in force
Any use of the Corpus under conditions breaching the Conditions of Use will be liable to prosecution for
counterfeiting.

Conditions of Use

Presentation of the Corpus
The French National Audiovisual Institute (INA) provides the scientific and technological community a corpus of
audiovisual documents from its collections, document sheets and metadata associated with these documents.
This corpus is intended for finalising, experimentation and evaluation of search and analysis tools for
multimedia content, strictly as part of scientific research. The Corpus is located on the FTP server accessible
using a login name and password supplied to the User by INA (hereafter 'the FTP Server').
The Corpus is made available under the conditions specified in those Conditions of Use, to any legal entity
having previously subscribed and accepted all the aforesaid Conditions of Use (hereafter called the 'User').
Subscription is restricted to research laboratories, innovative SMEs as well as all other legal entities having a
scientific research department or activity.
The User acknowledges and accepts that the Corpus is supplied 'as is'.

Access to the Corpus
The only people authorised to access the Corpus are individuals working under the User's control, authority
and responsibility as part of scientific research ('Authorised Persons').
The User undertakes to ensure that the login name and password providing access to the FTP Server are only
communicated to Authorised Persons and remain strictly confidential.

Using the Corpus
The Corpus is made available by INA to the User free of charge, non-exclusively, and is non-transferable, strictly
for scientific research purposes.
Strictly as part of scientific research, only Authorised Persons may for a period of two years:
- Copy the Corpus onto secure servers, under the User's strict responsibility and dedicated to the User's
scientific research. Copies on servers not administered by the User (particularly Cloud servers) are prohibited;
- Experiment/evaluate/test research and analysis tools for multimedia content;
- Provide scientific demonstrations to third parties of Research Results incorporating all or part of the Corpus,
only in the context of conferences and scientific events relating to the analysis of multimedia content
(excluding any public online communication of all or part of the Corpus);
- Provide scientific demonstrations of prototypes from all or part of the Corpus, only in the context of
conferences and scientific events relating to the analysis of multimedia content (excluding any public online
communication of all or part of the Corpus).

Any use of the Corpus for other purposes or under other conditions must first be granted prior written
permission from INA (dataset@ina.fr).

In particular, the User and Authorised Persons undertake:
- not to grant sub-licences, sell, distribute, transfer, assign, lend, rent, distribute, communicate or make
available to unauthorised persons all or part of the Corpus, in any way whatsoever;
- not to modify nor create works derived on the basis of or from the Corpus;
- not to use the Corpus for illegal or illicit purposes;
- not to make the Corpus accessible to unauthorised persons;
- not to use all or part of the Corpus for commercial purposes, and particularly not to use the Corpus in a
marketable product.

The User undertakes and ensures that Persons authorised to use the Corpus accept and comply with the
stipulations of these Conditions of Use.
The User shall ensure that all Authorised Persons no longer under their responsibility immediately ceases to
access the Corpus and to use it.

Results and Publications
Research Publications and Results including elements of the Corpus (such as images or extracts from leaflets)
may not be disclosed without prior written authorisation from INA.
The User undertakes to inform INA of any scientific Publications relating to the research work conducted from
the Corpus.
The User undertakes to make Results generated from the Corpus available to INA, under the following
conditions:
These Results will be sent to INA (dataset@ina.fr)
The User supplying these Results authorises:
- them to be stored on the FTP Server, attached to the Corpus;
- their access and use by all Authorised Persons strictly for scientific research purposes, under the same
conditions as those for the Corpus as specified in these Conditions of Use.

Duration
Period of Access to the Corpus
The Corpus is accessible with effect from 01/06/2015 until 31/12/2016. This period may be extended by INA for
an unspecified duration.

Period of Using the Corpus
The Corpus may be used under the User's responsibility for a period of two (2) years after INA has sent the User
their login name and password (based on the date the e-mail was sent).
At the end of this period or premature termination, the User undertakes to:
- cease all use of the Corpus and its copies;
- erase the Corpus and all its copies or have them erased.

Premature termination
INA may terminate access and use of the Corpus before the end of the aforementioned periods, without
compensation or notice, under the following circumstances:
- if the User and/or Authorised Persons fail to comply with the Conditions of Use,
- in the event of complaints from those holding rights to the Corpus,
- in the event of assignment, merger or acquisition of the User's Organisation,
- in the event of assignment of the User's research activity.

Reserved rights
The Corpus is protected by the law and particularly by the provisions of the French Intellectual Property Code.
All rights over the Corpus are therefore strictly reserved.
The User and Authorised Persons acquire no intellectual property rights over the Corpus and its composite
parts.
The User undertakes and ensures that they are not used under conditions other than those expressly permitted
by these Conditions of Use.

Mention of INA
Any use of the Corpus, Research Results generated from the Corpus, as well as any Publication, authorised
under conditions specified in Conditions of Use, must always mention the origin of the Corpus, making
reference to INA.

User Liability
The connection to the FTP Server and its use are entirely at the User's responsibility and at their sole risk.
The User acknowledges and accepts the specifications, technical performance, limits and risks of the Internet
network.
The User is responsible for taking all appropriate measures to protect their own data and/or software and/or
hardware against all harm, hijacking, pirating, virus, malevolent or intrusive programs.
The User is solely responsible for the use made of the FTP Server and/or the Corpus and misuse made from or
through the FTP Server and/or Corpus, particularly their illicit, non-compliant and/or unauthorised use. The
User guarantees INA against any recourse or action taken by any third party in this respect.

Limit of INA's liability
INA does not guarantee the FTP Server will be regularly accessible. Access to the FTP Server may be interrupted
by INA at any time, for maintenance or through force majeure; INA declines any liability in this respect.
It is understood that the Corpus is supplied 'as is'.

INA does not guarantee the accuracy, precision or completeness of documents made available in the Corpus.
As a result, INA declines any liability for any inaccuracy, lack of precision or omission relating to these
documents.
In general, INA cannot be held liable for any direct or indirect loss that could result from:
-

the connection, an interruption or malfunction whether of the FTP Server and/or arising from the use
or inability to use the FTP Server,

-

the use of the Corpus by the User and Authorised Persons.

Amendment of the Conditions of Use
INA reserves the right to amend the Conditions of Use at any time and without notice, particularly in order to
take account of any legal, regulatory, editorial and/or technical change.
Amendments to the Conditions of Use will take effect and will apply to the User as soon as they are published
on the FTP Server.
The date of the last update will be indicated at the top of the document.

Applicable law
These Conditions of Use are subject to French law. Any dispute regarding the application, interpretation or
execution of these Conditions of Use will be subject to the legally competent French jurisdictions.

